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The SLSA Age Managers Course  

 
The SLSA Age Managers course has been developed to assist you with your role as an age manager. It will allow you to 
develop a greater knowledge about how SLS operates, and provide you with the skills and knowledge to assist you in the 
successful coordination and delivery of the Nippers program. 
 

Course outcomes 
By the end of the course and successful completion of the practical requirements, you will be able to: 

• understand the roles and responsibilities of the age manager and the age manager mentor 

• develop strategies to work with children, parents and guardians, coaches, officials and club administrators 

• manage risks in the beach environment 

• cater for the physical, emotional and social development of Nippers in your care 

• safely deliver lesson plans  

• emphasise fun and participation through educational games and engaging activities 

• utilise a range of communication, teaching and behaviour management strategies to help Nippers learn basic skills. 
 

SLSA award entry requirements 
To become a qualified SLS age manager, you must: 

• be a minimum of 15 years old 

• have completed the relevant state/territory legislation check(s) for working with children 

• be a financial member of a club. 
 

Process to become an age manager 
• Contact your club’s Junior Activities Committee. They will assign you an age manager mentor and outline course 

delivery options. 

• Complete the online SLSA Age Managers course or attend a face-to-face SLSA Age Managers course presentation, which 
covers the theory component of this course. 

• Present your age manager mentor with a copy of the online course completion certificate (if you completed online). 

• Undertake an on-the-beach technical session with an age manager mentor. This technical session can include time with 
a foundation coach. 

• Undertake a minimum of two (2) on-the-beach mentoring sessions with an age manager mentor to complete a required 
third-party form.  

• Have an age manager mentor (third-party) sign off on your third-party form within your age manager assessment 
portfolio. 

• Return your signed third-party form to your club’s Junior Activities Committee. They will collate and return all age 
manager documentation to your local branch or state office as applicable. 

 

Skills maintenance 
It is recommended that age manager award holders take part in an annual update session prior to the start of each Nipper 
season. The annual update session is a club level discussion led by their club’s Junior Activities Committee, which covers the 
following topics: 

• updates (branch, club, SLSA, JDR) 

• age manager responsibilities  

• best practice sharing 

• signals. 
 
The information contained within each discussion topic may be distributed via email, face to face or various other online 
communication tools. If an age manager has not been active in the Nipper program for a period of five (5) years or more, 
they must undergo a skills gap analysis led by their club’s Junior Activities Committee to identify and bridge any skill gaps. 
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Online course access 
To access the online option for this course, simply follow the steps below: 
1. To start the course, you will need to have a Members Portal account (Go to portal.sls.com.au to login or set up an 

account). 
2. Once logged in, select the ‘Lifesaving Online/Renewals’ tab panel. 
3. Then select ‘Courses’ from the tab panel. 
4. Click on the ‘Login to eLearning’ button to proceed to the eLearning platform. 

 

 

 
5. Click on the ‘Training Library’ tab panel. 

 

 

 
6. Select the ‘SLS—Age Managers’ course option. 

 

 

 
7. Click once on the ‘SLS - Age Managers’ title, this will take you to the course information. 

https://portal.sls.com.au/
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8. Click on the ‘Enrol’ button. 
9. Click on the ‘Process Payment’ button for this free course ($0.00). 
10. Click ‘Go to Training’ button. You will be directed to your ‘My Training’ 

tab panel. 
11. Select the ‘Age Managers - Part 1’ title from your ‘My Training’ list to 

begin. 
12. Follow course instructions. 
13. Proceed to ‘Age Managers - Part 2’ after you have completed ‘Age 

Managers – Part 1’  
14. Proceed to ‘Age Managers - Part 3’ after you have completed both ‘Age 

Managers – Part 1’ and ‘Age Managers – Part 2’ consecutively 
15. Once you have completed all three (3) parts, click on the certificate 

icon that appears in the ‘Certification’ column within the ‘My Training’ 
menu. 

16. Print your completion certificate to take to your assigned age manager mentor. 
 

You can click on the ‘Help’ menu to view the SLS Help Desk support for the SLSA online courses as well as ‘Submit a Request’ 
for additional support. 
 
 

Note 

All three (3) parts need to be completed consecutively.  

Parts will appear in red and be inaccessible until the previous part is completed. 

Always allow pop-ups for this site.  

As you navigate through the course you will notice that sometimes the next button will not be available. You will 
need to complete the activity on that screen and get the correct answer before you can progress. 
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Topic 1—Surf Life Saving Australia 

 

Surf Life Saving Australia (SLSA) is Australia’s peak 
coastal water safety, drowning prevention and 
rescue authority, and is the largest volunteer 
organisation of its kind in Australia. 

Why we exist 
 

Surf Life Saving exists to save lives, create great 
Australians and build better communities. 
Australia has more than 11,500 beaches 
dispersed along 36,000 km of coastline that 
receive an estimated 100 million visitations 
annually. Despite significant advancements in 
technology, techniques and knowledge, people 
still drown on the coast in unacceptable numbers. 
Surf Life Saving exists to save lives, and we are 
committed to reducing the coastal drowning toll. 
 

Core activities 

The Surf Life Saving movement creates a safe 
environment on and off Australian beaches 
through a range of support operations. These 
operations include: 24/7 emergency response 
groups, rescue helicopter services, jet rescue 
boats, offshore rescue boats, jet-skis, 
surveillance systems, radio control, coordination 
centres and volunteer lifesaving services. 
Our core activities are: 

• lifesaving and water safety 

• member training and development 

• surf sports 

• community education and training 

• Nipper activities. 
 

History 

Australia’s first volunteer Surf Life Saving clubs appeared on Sydney’s ocean beaches in 1907. By-laws that had banned 
bathing in daylight hours since the 1830s were gradually repealed between 1902 and 1905 in response to the increasing 
popularity of surf bathing, and a growing conviction that bathing in appropriate clothing was not an immoral act. The impact 
these changes had on local beach culture was swift—beachgoers entered the surf in rapidly escalating numbers. The surf was 
new to most surf bathers, and many could not swim, so with its increasing popularity came more drownings and consequent 
attempts at rescue. 
 
By the summer of 1906–07, the population of Sydney was obsessed with the safety of the surf. It was in this environment that 
Surf Life Saving clubs first emerged; their regular patrols a welcome relief to the concerns of the local authorities and nervous 
bathers alike. On 18 October 1907, a number of these clubs, along with other interested parties, came together to form the 
Surf Bathing Association of NSW (SBANSW), the organisation now known as SLSA. The purpose of the SBANSW was ‘to 
regulate and promote matters relative to surf bathing’. 
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SLS strategic vision 

SLSA has developed a strategic plan that will guide the Surf Life Saving movement through to the year 2020. The focus of our 
2020 Strategic Management Plan is to further build the capacity and capability of the movement to save lives, create great 
Australians and build better communities. 
 
There are four (4) pillars of strategic intent we pursue to achieve our mission. 
 
1. Extend lifesaving coverage to match community needs. 
2. Develop our people. 
3. Ensure a relevant and growing movement. 
4. Engage the community to participate and donate. 
 

 

 

SLSA values and codes of conduct 
 

There are some key principles that drive conduct and behaviour which are common across SLSA. 
These are: 

• integrity and respect 

• teamwork 

• fun and enjoyment 

• excellence. 
  

The SLSA codes of conduct outline the expected behaviour for Surf Life Saving members, which should be followed at all 
times.  

The General Code of Conduct  

Relates to the interactions between members, participants and persons in positions of authority. 
The code of conduct for interactions with children and young people (CYP) who take part in SLS programs, activities, services 
or events has been developed to help safeguard CYP. 
 
SLSA Policy 6.05, clause 3.5.1 ‘Member Protection’ contains the SLSA codes of conduct and can be viewed at any time within 
the SLSA Members Portal (portal.sls.com.au > Library > Governance, Policies, Forms, SOPs and more).  
 

https://portal.sls.com.au/
https://portal.sls.com.au/wps/myportal/member/Home/Library/Library/!ut/p/z1/lc_NDoIwDAfwZ-EBzLpNxjhuLMyFr6BOYRfDyZAoejA-v6Bc1CCxtza_f9oihyrkuubeHptbe-maU9_Xjh18HjLDAad8AwEIK1cqIxEGWKL9O4CtJT1QObZ2R0Ez5P7Kf4MhDxMlYMx_juWaSAqgCzK_3z0JFYJAOBDjy57EZbaOyiRVbAS_Vswd-QJE2TxJNAbOUwkmxAUxcU51RlHdfxFMnqkJup6traA1i9LzHvfNHYo!/p0/IZ7_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C10G2=CZ6_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C1004=LAIcdQDKv9XapoA=EtoggleFolder_Arg1!b397e8e7-a32a-4336-8591-d789eb51da03=bf_action!_gen_call_toggleFolder==/#Z7_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C10G2
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Nippers in Surf Life Saving 

The past 

In response to declining membership lists and deteriorating club life in the mid and late 1960s, many clubs launched 
recruitment campaigns aimed at a new category of member, pre-adolescents known as ‘Nippers’. 
 
Clubs believed that Nippers would graduate into active members and, with more sporting experience, improve their 
competitive profiles. Youth sections have a long history in the movement—Cottesloe recruited sub-Nippers (juveniles) in the 
1930s and a number of clubs followed suit in the 1950s. The Nipper program in the 1960s was far more extensive and actively 
encouraged by senior SLSA officials. 
 

The present 

Since the 1960s, the Nipper program has continued to grow and evolve into a popular Junior Development Program. The 
focus of Nippers has changed over the last decade from a more competitive focus to a balance between lifesaving education 
and skill development with elements of competition. 
 
SLSA’s 2016 Annual Report indicates around 35% of all club members are Nippers (5–13 years). This shows just how 
significant the junior movement is within Surf Life Saving. The Nippers of today are the future of Surf Life Saving, and this is 
not lost on the thousands of volunteer age managers who provide support and instruction in junior programs during the 
summer. 
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Topic 2—The Role of an Age Manager 

 

What is an age manager? 
 

Age managers use their experience and passion for youth 
development to mentor Nippers and facilitate fun learning 
programs that encourage and develop young surf lifesavers. 
Their goal is to enrich the lives of Nippers through the 
delivery of surf lifesaving knowledge and skills in a fun and 
safe aquatic environment. 
 
Age managers: 

• are responsible for the overall safety and wellbeing of 
their age group 

• are responsible for facilitating the development of surf 
lifesaving skills, e.g., movement and surf awareness 
skills 

• are responsible for facilitating the development of 
personal skills, e.g., confidence, teamwork, leadership 

• take time to plan, prepare and deliver lessons to their age group 

• foster a collaborative approach to the management of their age group. 
 

Age manager key responsibilities 

 

1. Administer JDR resources. 

Note 

SLSA Age Guide lesson plans take the guesswork out of what to do. They help ensure a consistent delivery of the 
Junior Development Program across clubs and are great for any substitute age manager stepping into your shoes 
during unforeseeable absences (e.g., sickness). 

 
 
2. Provide instruction and impart knowledge. 

Note 

Discrete instruction provided on the side in an unobtrusive way creates an encouraging and supportive environment 
where Nippers can develop at their own pace. This approach helps build confidence and self-esteem as well as allows 
Nippers to receive more one-on-one support where needed. 

 

 
3. Embrace each Nipper’s prior knowledge and unique learning style. 

Note 

Feedback from Nippers will give a good indication of whether a game or activity is achieving the desired outcomes. 
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Tips 

• Know who your key contacts are. 

• Find out who might be helpful to support you as an age manager. 

• Keep in regular contact with your support contacts. 

• Ask your age manager mentor if you are not sure about things or need help. 

• Ask your Junior Activities Committee about systems specific to your state/territory’s office and your local branch. 

 

What is an age manager mentor? 
 
An age manager mentor is an age manager with a minimum of 3 years’ experience who has been active in the role of an 
age manager within the last five (5) years. 
It is recommended that age managers under 18 be supervised by an age manager mentor.  
 

Age manager mentor responsibilities: 

• assist to induct new age managers while providing advice 
and guidance on delivering the Junior Development 
Program 

• present the face-to-face SLSA Age Managers course 
option  

• conduct and endorse the on-the-beach technical and 
mentoring sessions of the SLSA Age Managers course 

• instruct SLSA Age Managers course participants how to 
set up and pack up the beach for Nipper activities, as well 
as teach the core surf skills within the SLSA Junior 
Development Program 

• mentor SLSA Age Managers course participants to 
facilitate learning and follow the lesson plans within the 
SLSA Age Guides 

• sign off on new age manager’s third-party form. 
 
 

Duty of care 
 
As an age manager, you also have a number of responsibilities to provide your Nippers with the utmost care. You have a duty 
of care regarding the following: 

• providing a safe environment 

• evaluating Nippers for injury and incapacity 

• matching Nippers according to age, height, 
weight, maturity, skill level and experience 

• warning Nippers, their parents and guardians 
of inherent risks associated with any activity 

• closely supervising activities 

• ensuring required records are accurate and 
kept on hand. 
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Junior Preliminary Evaluations (JPE) 
 

What are they? 

Junior preliminary evaluations are a risk management procedure to assess the swimming capabilities of Nippers and must be 
done as part of your club’s duty of care. They should occur prior to or during the first week of a Nipper season as every 
Nipper must be evaluated before they can participate in water based activities.  
 
The evaluation for age groups U8 to U14 includes a swim and a survival float that progresses in distance and time as Nippers 
grow older. This evaluation should be conducted in a low-risk environment, such as a swimming pool or shallow open water.  
 
It is recommended that all new Nippers be supported by a 1:1 water safety ratio when completing their evaluation. A 
maximum supervision ratio of 1:5 applies as per SLSA Policy 1.01a ‘Water Safety Procedure’ to ensure the evaluations are 
conducted in a safe aquatic environment for returning members. 
 
Any Nipper that does not meet the required evaluation level for their age group will need a higher level of supervision when 
involved in water-based activities. It is a requirement that Nippers remain in a low-risk environment (swimming pool, shallow 
water) with a supervision ration of 1:1 until they are deemed competent in relation to the junior preliminary skills evaluation 
guidelines.  
  

Who evaluates Nippers? 

A club executive may nominate suitably qualified members to act as their delegate for the purpose of evaluating Nippers. 
Delegates should be selected based on their expertise in the age award being evaluated (e.g., age manager mentors, SLSA 
accredited trainers, assessors, facilitators and coaches). 
 
A member who is delegated to assess Junior Preliminary Evaluations should: 

• be proficient in SRC or Bronze Medallion 

• have an understanding of Nipper evaluation requirements 

• be familiar with the process of reasonable adjustment 

• complete any paperwork required accurately and return in a timely manner 

• ensure preliminary evaluation results are entered into SurfGuard by the appropriate club personnel. 
 
The following table is a summary of SLSA age group evaluations and surf education awards. 
More information about competition evaluations can be found in Topic 7 of this age manager learner guide. 
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Age group Preliminary evaluation Competition evaluation Surf education awards 

Under 6 From a standing position in waist-deep water, perform a front glide and 
recover to a secure position. 

Perform a back or front float holding a buoyant aid and recover to a secure 
position. 

Surf Play 1 

Under 7 From a standing position in waist-deep water, perform a front glide, kick for 
3 m and recover to a secure position.  

Perform a back or front float for a few seconds and recover to a secure 
position. 

Surf Play 2 

Under 8 25 m swim (any recognised stroke) 

1-minute survival float 

Nil (no water competition, except for 
wade which takes place in waist-deep 
water) 

Surf Aware 1 

Under 9 25 m swim (any recognised stroke) 

1 minute survival float 

Minimum 150 m open water swim 
(any recognised stroke)  

Surf Aware 2 

Under 10 25 m swim (any recognised stroke) 

1.5 minute survival float 

Minimum 150 m open water swim 
(any recognised stroke)  

Surf Safe 1 

Under 11 50 m swim (any recognised stroke) 

2 minute survival float 

Minimum 200 m open water swim 
(any recognised stroke)  

Surf Safe 2 

Under 12 100 m swim (any recognised stroke) 

2 minute survival float 

Minimum 200 m open water swim 
(any recognised stroke)  

Surf Smart 1 

Under 13 150 m swim (any recognised stroke) 

3 minute survival float 

Minimum 200 m open water swim 
(any recognised stroke)  

Surf Smart 2 

Under 14 200 m swim (any recognised stroke, 
in less than 5 minutes) 

3 minute survival float 

Minimum 200 m open water swim 
(recognised stroke)  

Surf Rescue Certificate 
(SRC) 

Assessors Club Executive delegated authority 

Recognised (Swim) 

Stroke Definition 

Recognised swimming/survival strokes (i.e., front crawl, breast stroke, back stroke, side stroke, survival 
back scull, butterfly) may be demonstrated using one or more combination of strokes. 

Both the preliminary and competition evaluations should be undertaken in a continuous fashion. 

Notes Every junior member is required to 
participate in this evaluation, 
conducted by the club, prior to any 
junior water activity training or 
competition being undertaken.  

 

Any child that does not meet the 
required evaluation level will require 
a higher level of supervision when 
involved in water-based activities at 
the discretion of the club. 

The open water competition 
evaluation must also be achieved 
before any members are eligible to 
compete. 

 

Every junior member must achieve 
the relevant Surf Education Award 
appropriate to their age group to 
compete in championships. 

Every junior member 
should achieve the 
relevant Surf Education 
Award appropriate to their 
age group.  

 

Table 2.1—Summary of SLSA age group evaluations and surf education awards 
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Topic 3—Creating a Safe Environment 

 
 
As part of the Surf Life Saving community, each individual makes a commitment to actively encourage behaviours that 
promote a supportive and nurturing environment and contribute to our core purpose: ‘To save lives, create great Australians 
and build better communities’. 
 
This environment encourages acceptance and confidence. For surf lifesavers to venture into challenging waters in times of 
distress, they need to have faith and trust in themselves and in the people around them. 
 

Policies and guidelines 
 

A number of SLSA and state policies exist to provide all 
members with a safe environment in which to participate. It 
is highly recommended that you familiarise yourself with the 
key policies relating to your role as an age manager. The key 
policies are outlined below. 
 
 

• Policy 1.01a Water Safety procedure 

• Policy 2.01 Sun Safety  

• Policy 2.03 Occupational Health and Safety 

• Policy 6.05 Member Protection Policy 

• Policy 6.05 Member Protection – Appendices 

• Policy 6.05 Member Protection – Report and 
Complaints Guideline 

• Policy 6.15 Youth Policy  
 

 
SLSA and states have a range of other policies that you may 
need to access during the season. They cover topics 
including: 

• asthma 

• epilepsy 

• limiting and permanent disability  

• communicable diseases  

• photography  

• shark safety 

• crocodile safety 

• climate  

• lightning 

• eligibility to compete in SLSA competitions. 
 

Full copies of the national policies can be found in the  
SLSA Members Portal (portal.sls.com.au > Library > Governance, Policies, Forms, SOPs and more > Policy> SLSA).  
 

Inclusion 
 
Inclusion is about ensuring that your club caters for the range of backgrounds, cultures, ages and abilities of community 
members who may wish to participate in Surf Life Saving. Being inclusive is about following best practice to ensure that 
everyone can get the most out of their experience.  
 

https://portal.sls.com.au/
https://portal.sls.com.au/wps/myportal/member/Home/Library/Library/!ut/p/z1/lc_NDoIwDAfwZ-EBzLpNxjhuLMyFr6BOYRfDyZAoejA-v6Bc1CCxtza_f9oihyrkuubeHptbe-maU9_Xjh18HjLDAad8AwEIK1cqIxEGWKL9O4CtJT1QObZ2R0Ez5P7Kf4MhDxMlYMx_juWaSAqgCzK_3z0JFYJAOBDjy57EZbaOyiRVbAS_Vswd-QJE2TxJNAbOUwkmxAUxcU51RlHdfxFMnqkJup6traA1i9LzHvfNHYo!/p0/IZ7_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C10G2=CZ6_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C1004=LAIcdQDKv9XapoA=EtoggleFolder_Arg1!b397e8e7-a32a-4336-8591-d789eb51da03=bf_action!_gen_call_toggleFolder==/#Z7_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C10G2
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Top tips for being an inclusive age manager 

• Create a welcoming environment.  

• If you’re not sure what someone is capable of, just ask them! 

• Celebrate diversity and highlight its benefits. 

• Adapt or modify activities to suit different needs. 

• Offer a training or induction program for absolute beginners. 

• Try communicating via visual cues if communication is a barrier (e.g., language barrier or development delay). 

• Make new members feel welcome by introducing them to other members in the club, and invite them to social 
activities. 

• Try to speak clearly and avoid slang. 
 

Planning for inclusion 

The Australian Sports Commission recommends the acronym CHANGE IT as a guide to identifying activity elements that can 
be modified or adapted to suit different needs. 
C Coaching style 
H How to keep score or win 
A Area of play environment 
N Number of players 
G Game rules 
E Equipment 
I Inclusion  
T Time 
 
You can find out more at www.ausport.gov.au/participating/resources/coaches/tools/coaching_specific_groups/inclusive 
 

 

Working with children under 18 
 
Members of SLSA who are under 18 years of age require special consideration to ensure their safety and wellbeing. 
 
Members who undertake the delivery or supervision of surf lifesaving activities for under 18 members (e.g. age managers, 
coaches, trainers, assessors, officials, administrators, patrol captains) act within roles with heightened responsibility.  
 
Each person in those roles must adopt practices to minimise the risk of any misconceptions about their behaviour in 
performing their designated roles, as well as protect the children they are working with.  
 
These practices are outlined in SLSA’s Policy 6.05 Member Protection.  
 

 
 

http://www.ausport.gov.au/participating/resources/coaches/tools/coaching_specific_groups/inclusive
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Safeguarding children and young people (CYP) 

Why is there a need to protect children? 

• All children have a right to grow up protected from harm.  

• Child abuse is a complex problem affecting many thousands of children in Australia. 

• Child abuse is under-reported in both families and organisations.  

• Child abuse can occur in the community and within the context of organisations that provide services to children and 
families.  

• The abuse of children by employees and participants of organisations has been an increasing concern in Australia.  

• Children cannot stop child abuse. Adults can. The first step in stopping abuse is being aware of it.  

• While there are many factors that contribute to the likelihood of abuse occurring in organisations, organisations can 
take steps to protect children and young people in their care. 

 

What is child abuse? 

• Child abuse takes many forms. 

• There are four (4) broad types of child abuse: physical abuse, emotional/psychological abuse, sexual abuse and neglect. 
Witnessing violence, bullying, sibling abuse and peer abuse are generally included within these types but are sometimes 
considered as distinct types. 

• Defining child abuse can help participants share a common understanding of what behaviour constitutes child abuse 
and can therefore help them act to prevent it occurring or to stop it when it occurs.  

 

 

Understanding the code of conduct for dealing with CYP 

The code of conduct applies to everyone and covers various moral 
behaviours and guidelines for dealing with children and young people, such 
behaviours and expectations include: 

• giving positive guidance 

• adhering to role boundaries 

• wearing uniform and identity card/pass/badge/WWCC 

• using appropriate language and tone of voice 

• supervising children and young people 

• using electronic communications 

• giving gifts to children and young people 

• photographing children and young people 

• having physical contact with children and young people 

• dealing with sexual misconduct and relationships 

• organising overnight stays and sleeping arrangements for children and 
young people 

• assessing change room arrangements 

• using, possessing or supplying alcohol or drugs 

• transporting children. 
 

 

What are your responsibilities in protecting children from abuse? 

SLS has a zero tolerance for any form of child abuse. 

• You are responsible for and must be aware of your own actions and behaviour and use the SLSA code of conduct to 
guide your interactions with children.  

• The protection of children is everybody’s responsibility.  
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• It is critical to believe children when they tell you about their experiences of abuse or exploitation.  

• Reporting child abuse can be the first step in protecting a child from abuse. Failing to act can have devastating 
consequences for the child or young person.  

• Proof is not required to make a report to statutory authorities about child abuse.  

• It takes a lot of courage for a child or young person to disclose an incident of child abuse. Children rarely make up 
stories of abuse.  

• Children or young people who disclose abuse need to be treated in a sensitive and respectful manner.  

 

Working with parents and guardians 
The role of parents and guardians is critical to creating a healthy environment as well as the Nippers’ overall wellbeing and 
ongoing involvement in Surf Life Saving. It is important for age managers to establish clear communication channels with 
parents and guardians using a variety of different communication methods. This helps foster an environment of supportive 
parents and guardians who provide essential care, further education and added enthusiasm to Nippers. It also helps foster 
positive relationships with Nipper parents and guardians, which will lead to a greater outcome for all involved. 
 
 
Age managers are encouraged to provide a full 
briefing to parents and guardians at the start of 
the season. The briefing should outline: 

• the aims of the Junior Development 
Program 

• the principles of the Junior Development 
Program  

• how parents and guardians can positively 
support the program and assist with 
activities 

• what parents and guardians can expect 
from age managers 

• the season calendar. 
 
Age managers are also encouraged to:  

• hold quick briefings at the start of each 
Nipper session to provide parents and 
guardians with an overview of the day’s structure, lesson content, and how they can assist age managers maintain fun 
and engagement 

• establish regular opportunities for parents and guardians to discuss their expectations and any concerns with their child  

• create opportunities for parents and guardians to share important aspects of their culture or child’s specific needs 

• discuss how parents and guardians can support continued learning and skill development at home, e.g. by encouraging 
their child to compete against themselves, emphasising fun over winning 

• get an email list of their Nipper group’s parents and guardians to share important information with them. 

Encouraging parent participation 

Providing parents and guardians with a variety of volunteer opportunities is a great way to encourage their involvement with 
Surf Life Saving while also providing positive role models for Nippers. Age managers should promote ways parents and 
guardians can become involved in their club as well as upskill their qualifications.  
 
For example, an age manager could encourage parents to:  

• complete courses (e.g., Age Managers, Bronze Medallion or SRC) 

• participate in social activities  

• become water safety personnel 

• help with food and water tents 

• help organise inter- and intra-club competitions 

• participate in branch carnivals. 
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Tips 
Approach parents and guardians rather than waiting for them to volunteer. 

Thank parents and guardians for their efforts. 

 

Managing inappropriate parent behaviour 

Sometimes the strong desire of parents and guardians to see their child shine on the beach causes them to argue out loud 
over Nipper performance, embarrass and frighten Nippers by yelling aggressively about their mistakes and vocally pressure 
Nippers with excessive instructions to do better and go harder. Other times, some parents and guardians withdraw 
emotionally from their children by showing little enthusiasm towards their efforts and achievements. Occasionally this 
inappropriate and non-supportive behaviour is extended to the age manager, which has a profound negative impact on an 
age group and Nipper’s participation and enjoyment. 
 

Age managers can prevent inappropriate behaviour by building positive relationships with parents and guardians. Remember 
you have the choice in how you react to inappropriate behaviour.  
You can:  

• listen more 

• talk less 

• attempt to understand the reason behind 
their behaviour  

• work out how to resolve the conflict or 
prevent it from recurring 

• know when to walk away 

• seek assistance from others  

• refer the matter to someone else. 
 

It is important for an age manager to highlight 

poor sideline behaviour and provide feedback 

to help achieve what is best for their child and 

the age group, which is letting kids have fun and 

do what they love.  

 

How to deliver feedback: 

B  Behaviour What is the inappropriate behaviour and when did it occur? (be specific) 

I Impact   What was the impact of the behaviour (on Nippers and other members)? 

O Options   What are three (3) options for alternative behaviour in future? 

 

There are many good websites that contain up-to-date information and tools to assist age managers who may be having 
difficulties with inappropriate parent behaviour.  
 
 Below are two (2) examples that age managers are encouraged to access: 
www.playbytherules.net.au 
Check out their ‘Let kids be kids’ campaign. 
 
http://www.ausport.gov.au/ 
Check out the Australian Sports Commission’s free online courses, in particular ‘Community Coaching General Principles’. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.playbytherules.net.au/
http://www.ausport.gov.au/
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Surf safety 

Rip currents 

Rip currents are deep channels in the surf zone that allow water to flow seawards from the shoreline through the surf zone. 
They contribute to the majority of surf zone drowning deaths each year. The best way to avoid a rip is to swim at a patrolled 
beach between the red and yellow flags. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Some common signs of a rip current: 

1. deeper, darker coloured water 
2. fewer breaking waves 
3. a rippled appearance, surrounded by smoother water 
4. debris floating seawards 
5. foamy or discoloured sandy water extending beyond the surf zone. 
 

The SLSA Beachsafe website (beachsafe.org.au) provides up-to-date and expert advice in many different languages about 
how to spot and how to survive a rip current. It also provides useful information about waves, marine creatures, surf skills 
and weather updates. 

Signals 

Signals are an essential part of surf life saving communications so it is important 
that you are aware of a few key ones.  Signals are often used by age managers 
to communicate with water safety personnel and other lifesavers on patrol 
during Nipper activities.  
 
All signals should be made distinctly and repeated until they are acknowledged, 
or until it is certain they have been understood. 
 
The main signals age managers should be aware of are listed below. The number 
in brackets refers to the signals poster illustration number shown in Appendix 2. 
 

• Go to the right or to the left (2) 

• Remain stationary (3) 

• Pick up swimmers (4) 

• Return to shore (5) 

• Proceed further out to sea (6) 

• Message not clear (9) 

• Message understood (10) 

• Assistance required (11) 

• Emergency evacuation alarm (13) 
 
The mass rescue alarm is three (3) blasts of a siren. 
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Topic 4—How Children Learn and Grow 

How Nippers learn 
 

The Junior Development Program lesson plans are designed to incorporate different styles of learning, and are broken 
up into three (3) areas of instruction: 

 
1. Discussion  

Group discussion led by the age manager (learning by listening). 
 

2. Demonstration 
Demonstrate the skill to the participants (learning by seeing).  

 
3. Activity 

An opportunity for participants to learn or practise while participating in an activity (learning  
by doing). 
 
 

Lesson example—board training 
 
Learning by listening 
Some Nippers will be at the front of the group listening to everything you say during DISCUSSIONS, yet they might be 
nervous about actually practising board techniques. 
 
Learning by seeing 
Some Nippers pay less attention to your explanations, however will be very focused on your DEMONSTRATIONS so 
they can visualise firsthand what to do.  
 
Learning by doing 
Some Nippers will be impatient or appear bored until they get a chance to get on a board during an ACTIVITY.  
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Barriers to learning 

Nippers will respond to instruction in different ways based on their learning styles, how quickly they learn and 
their ability to overcome learning barriers to engage in a topic.   
 
Age managers should not expect to see an immediate adoption of their skills, yet they can avoid the following 
things to help enhance a Nipper’s ability to learn: 

• Boredom  
The younger they are, the shorter their attention span. Think of a Nipper’s age as the number of minutes they will pay 
attention. 

• Motivation  
A lack of motivation in some Nippers may make it difficult to teach them. Age managers should be aware that some 
Nippers will not be as motivated as their parents are for them to participate.  

• Age managers yelling 
Some Nippers will perceive yelling as forceful and aggressive, which can result in them losing respect for their age 
manager. 

• Saying one thing but doing another 
Ambiguity, contradictory statements or mixed messages confuse Nippers. Be consistent in your manner and message 
each week. 

• Complexity  
Nippers will often give up or misbehave if activities are made too difficult with challenges not within their level of 
capability. 

• Physical and/or learning difficulties 
Some adaptation of the lesson may be required to allow for Nippers with language, literacy and numeracy difficulties 
and/or physical disabilities. 

• Unsafe or inappropriate environment   
Children will find it difficult to learn if the environment is not safe or appropriate (e.g., windy, cold, loud). 

 

How to demonstrate 

Everybody has heard the old saying that ‘a picture paints a thousand words’. Demonstrating a new skill is a very important 
component of the training process when communicating with Nippers.  
 
Age managers should follow four (4) key steps when facilitating learning and demonstrating skills: 

 

1. Preparation 
Prepare how to demonstrate the skill. Age 
managers should ask themselves: 

• What resources and safety equipment are 
needed? 

• Will I demonstrate the skill myself or 
coordinate the use of people who have 
more expertise in the skill to be taught 
(such as a qualified SLSA trainer or surf 
sports coach)?  

• Will photographs or videos help 
demonstrate the skill (e.g., when I’m 
planning wet weather activities)? 

 

It is important for age managers to prepare their 
learning area so that they and their group can 
see each other clearly, and their group faces 
away from distractions such as the sun, crowds 
or other age groups.  
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2. Demonstration 
Demonstrate at normal speed, then slow speed before breaking the skill down further into separate components, which 
highlight the main points of the skill. Keep your explanations simple and brief by providing Nippers with no more than two (2) 
or three (3) main points at a time. Focus on ‘what to do’ instead of ‘what not to do’. Ensure that Nippers engage as many of 
their senses as possible so that maximum learning is achieved. 
 

Tips 

• Non-verbal communication is important too. Try to keep your eye level at the group’s eye level, e.g., kneel down 
if they are all sitting. 

• Know and use your Nippers’ names—they are probably written on their hats! 

 

3. Practice 
New information stays with people for only a short period unless they can try the skill. Nippers need lots of time 
to practise the skill demonstrated to be able to learn the skill and improve their confidence and performance. 
Observe and correct the skill with effective feedback after letting the Nipper try the skill a couple of times to 
maintain motivation.    
 

4. Feedback 
Errors are a natural part of life so it is important for you to minimise the Nipper’s fear of mistakes by providing effective 
feedback. Be positive and supportive when you notice errors by saying things such as ‘Nice try’, ‘That was really good, this 
time try …’ It may sometimes be necessary to physically lead a Nipper through the skill correction or show a Nipper the 
difference between what they are doing and what you want them to do.  

Maintaining engagement 

Age managers can help ensure maximum engagement of all participants, by asking themselves if the activity they are 
delivering: 

• is fun 

• is safe 

• builds on a Nipper’s prior knowledge 

• is inclusive 

• fosters excitement through discovery 

• promotes group interaction 

• encourages collaboration 

• allows for choice 

• supports mastery of surf skills 

• challenges Nippers to think independently. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tip 

Below are some example questions to help maintain engagement. 
What do you already know about …? 
What can you find out about …? 
How will you go about doing that? 
What does your buddy think about your answer? 
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Providing effective feedback 

Effective feedback is an essential part of any process, and just as important for Nippers learning core lifesaving skills. 
Always make sure you think about what you are going to say first before providing effective feedback. 
 
Effective feedback is: 

• Positive 
Be positive in your remarks when communicating to the Nippers as this leads to encouragement and high motivation. 
Position negative feedback as an opportunity for growth and development. Make sure the Nipper feels comfortable 
with the feedback you provide. 

• Immediate 
Skill performance will remain vivid for only a short period of time after performance. Feedback is required soon after 
the performance so they do not forget what they have done. This means effective feedback also needs to be given 
frequently. 

• Encouraging 
Age managers should support and encourage Nippers to make informed decisions.  Ask Nippers for their perspective to 
assist them in building their confidence as well as their surf skills. 

• Constructive 
When describing an error suggest possible remedies and alternate options to try. Put forward two (2) to three (3) 
suggestions to a Nipper rather than demands. 

• Clear 
Ensure that your delivery is clear and to the point so it does not create confusion. If a Nipper is having difficulty in 
understanding the skill you are talking about, it may be necessary to break the skill further down into individual parts. 
Videos are often very helpful in achieving this. 

• Specific 
Your feedback should concern only the task that they have been doing. 

 

Disruptive children 

An age manager should speak with a Nipper in a calm manner and ask questions to find any specific cause for their disruptive 
behaviour before setting expectations for future behaviour. 
 
If the disruptive behaviour continues following your conversation with the Nipper, try some of the below strategies: 

• ignore the behaviour for a short period (if safe to do so) 

• try to involve the child by asking them to demonstrate a skill  

• change the activity to one you know the child likes or excels at  

• ask them to help you set up some equipment. 
 

The last resort after trialling the above strategies is to calmly remove the Nipper from the group by having them stand with 
their parents or another age manager. 

 

Tip 

Get the disruptive Nipper’s parents or guardian involved in the activity and you may find their behaviour improves! 
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Growth and development 

Body changes  

It is important for age managers to be aware that children grow and develop both physically and mentally at different times, 
and that these changes are not necessarily age specific.   

As an age manager, you should group Nippers of similar height, weight and skill level for activities and competitions to 
accommodate for how children grow and develop.  

Children’s growth and development can be affected by a range of factors including:  

• genetics  

• nutrition  

• illness 

• environment.  
 
Significant changes in growth and development are most evident as 
children are going through puberty. Nippers may become frustrated or 
embarrassed during this time as they often find it difficult to 
participate in activities they used to excel in (e.g., running, wading, 
swimming). 
 
Age managers need to be aware of and support Nippers as they go 
through physical changes. They can do this by organising and modifying 
lessons or activities to ensure their Nippers continue to experience fun 
learning activities that are appropriate to their current physical 
abilities.   
 
It is also important for age managers to be aware of each child’s 
mental needs as they facilitate learning. For example, they may need 
to modify lessons or activities to accommodate potential body image 
issues their Nippers may have. 
 

Body image 

As children grow, they develop feelings and beliefs about their body, 
which have a great impact on their self-esteem. It is normal for young 
people to be aware of body image and to want to fit in.  
 
Some things that can influence body image include: 

• friends or family 

• advertising 

• cultural background. 
 
Many females with body image problems tend to focus on losing weight, while males focus on weight loss and/or becoming 
more muscular. 
 
Age managers need to be good role models through their conversations about height, weight and appearance by reinforcing 
positive, healthy messages around body image.  
 
There are many good websites that contain up-to-date information and tools to assist age managers reinforce positive body 
image. Below are two (2) examples that age managers are encouraged to access: 
 
kidshelpline.com.au 
Check out their mental health tips and information on body image for children of all ages. 
 
http://raisingchildren.net.au 
Check out their pre-teen resources to support parents of children with body image issues. 
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Stages of youth development  

As Nippers develop and mature, they require increasing levels of responsibility and self‐determination in relation to 
expressing, negotiating and following their interests.  
 
Generally sporting and teaching organisations emphasise the following stages in youth development that age managers are 
encouraged to keep in mind when planning Nipper activities: 
 
1. Play 

This is when children develop a love for physical activity and 
group interaction within an environment that is fun and safe to 
experiment. 
 

2. Broad experiences 
This is when children master basic skills; when there is an 
emphasis on fun. These are the sampling years with an interest in 
physical activity across a range of experiences, and age managers 
need to control their focus on basic motor skills to learn greater 
coordination. This stage usually occurs between the ages of 8 and 
12 for females and between the ages of 8 and 13 for males. 
Encourage the repetitive practice of basic techniques associated 
with a particular skill to allow Nippers to gain confidence 
performing the fundamentals of various activities. 
 

3. Progression 
This is when a greater focus is placed on progressive skill 
development, but fun and enjoyment are still important. Age 
managers should focus on progressive skill development through 
fun, engaging and inclusive activities. 

 
4. Specialisation 

This is when adolescents become more serious about their 
favourite activity and are interested in refining their skills.  The 
specialisation stage is when most young surf lifesavers find their 
niche within the Surf Life Saving organisation. During this phase, 
adolescents start to focus on more complex skills associated with 
an activity. New and more technical aspects of a skill can be 
introduced to lead to a greater refinement of the skill. A focus on 
fostering positive experiences remains essential in the 
specialisation phase. 
 

5. Recreational participation 
Recreational participation should exist throughout each of the 
above stages for Nippers to establish an ongoing interest in the 
recreational value of physical activity. 

 

 

 

Phases of skill acquisition 

Age managers should be aware that there are three (3) different phases associated with skill acquisition in young people. 
Most acquired skills are rather ‘unstable’ up until the age of ten (10) years as Nippers are less able to build upon their current 
skills to develop more complex and new skills. 
 
1. Cognitive phase (age 5 to 8 years) 
This is when Nippers are attempting to understand what a basic task is, e.g., how to lift their knees when wading in the surf. 
They are not always aware of what they are doing wrong, nor do they know how to correct their errors. Age managers are 
encouraged to provide basic, specific instruction and effective feedback to assist Nipper skill development during this phase. 
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2.  Refining phase (age 9 to 12 years)  
This is when Nippers are working to understand the fundamentals of the skill and can work towards improving it. They begin 
to make fewer errors and can detect some of their own mistakes. Age managers are encouraged to use more questioning 
during this phase to encourage Nipper self-reflection, e.g., What did you think you did well in the wade today?  
 
3. Accomplishment phase (age 13+ years)  
This is when a Nipper’s skill is well learned. They can perform a skill automatically without having to focus on the execution, 
and they can detect then correct their own errors. Age managers are encouraged to expand upon their instructions and vary 
the practice conditions during this phase. 
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Topic 5—Junior Development Program 

 

The Junior Development Program has been developed by learning and development experts to steadily develop the 
lifesaving, social and personal skills of Nippers over time.  
 
The program contains explicit outcomes while also nurturing the development of the implicit outcomes through a variety of 
educational activities. 
 

• Explicit outcomes (i.e., skills and knowledge)—set out each age guide’s award summary. 

• Implicit outcomes (i.e., self-confidence, self-respect, trust)—develop as a result of the supportive, fun and nurturing 
environments in which a program is run.  

 
 

The junior development framework 
 
The junior development framework below provides a simplified view of the key outcomes to be achieved by Nippers 
participating in the Junior Development Program.  
 
 

 

Figure 5.1—Key junior development framework outcomes 
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Principles 
 

SLSA’s Junior Development Program reflects principles that apply to the personal development of Nippers in the surf 
lifesaving context. These development streams are apparent throughout the program in the make-up of the age guide lesson 
plans. Although these principles aren’t specifically taught during the program they are intrinsically learned as part of the 
delivery of the lesson plans. 
 

Accepts direction 

 

The ability to accept direction from age managers, coaches, water safety 
and other Surf Life Saving club personnel is a core attribute that needs to be 
developed in any surf lifesaver. 

Listening communication 

 

The capacity to actively listen to instruction, advice and conversation is 
fundamental to a balanced and healthy lifestyle as well as an important 
part of participating in surf lifesaving. 

Verbal communication 

 

Appropriate and effective verbal communication among peers is a valuable 
skill that can mean the difference between successful and unsuccessful 
participation in surf lifesaving activities. 

Interpersonal relationships 

 

Forming interpersonal relationships is an important part of any young 
person’s social development to understand what is and isn’t a positive and 
appropriate relationship. 

Teamwork and cooperation 

 

Functioning as an effective member of a team is critical in the context of surf 
rescue so learning cooperation and teamwork during junior development is 
an important personal development. 

Integrity and respect 

 

Acting in accordance with moral and ethical principles underpins an 
individual’s respect for the views of others and behaviour that treats others 
with consideration. 

Care and compassion 

 

The ability to care for the wellbeing of oneself and that of others is a trait 
the Junior Development Program seeks to instil in all Nippers for it is the 
foundation for the voluntary ethic core of surf lifesaving. 

Leadership and initiative 

 

The demonstration of initiative is the start of a leadership pathway that 
enhances our members’ future. The capacity to solve problems and make 
decisions is central to the role of a surf lifesaver. 

Physical development 

 

Ensuring volunteer surf lifesavers are at a suitable level of physical capability 
is vital to ensuring safe beach and aquatic environments. 

Table 5.2—Junior Development Program principles 
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Topic 6—SLSA Junior Development Resource Kit (JDR) 

 
 
The SLSA JDR comprises several resources for the effective delivery of the Junior Development Program. The resources take 
the stress out of planning and help reduce preparation time to assist age managers in delivering Nipper sessions each week. 
They have been developed by learning and development experts who take into consideration how children learn and grow. 
You can the find JDR kit on the SLSA Members Portal (portal.sls.com.au > Library > Education/Training > Member > SLSA > JDR 
Resources). 
 

What’s in the JDR 

Age Manager Learner Guide 

A guide to enriching the lives of Nippers through the delivery of Surf Life Saving knowledge and skills in a fun and safe aquatic 
environment. 
 
This document outlines:  

• the Age Managers Course 

• an introduction to Surf Life Saving 

• the role of an age manager and age manager mentor 

• how to create a safe environment 

• how children learn and grow 

• the SLSA Junior Development Program 

• what’s in the Junior Development Resource Kit 

• programming a Nipper season. 
 
It also contains templates that can be used to assist age managers in delivering the SLSA Junior Development Program. 
 

Age Guides 

Contain the Junior Development Program learning 
outcomes and recommended lesson plans for each age 
group. 
 
The four (4) main parts to the guide are:  
1. Award summary 

2. Lesson plans 

3. Nipper surf sports—coaching points  

4. Nipper surf sports—events. 

 
Print out as individual sheets and lesson plans as you 
require them or have the Age Guide printed in a booklet. 
Some age managers laminate each of the lesson plans to 
make them more ‘beach friendly’. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1—SLSA age guides 

 

https://portal.sls.com.au/
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The Award Summary  

This is a one-page summary of the specific age group award, e.g., Surf Aware 1. It lists all the topics to be taught to the age 
group and the learning outcomes required for each of them. 
 
Use the Award Summary to: 

• get an overview of all the learning outcomes for the award 

• use as a guide to the necessary learning outcomes for the season if you want to use your own lessons  

• show or give to parents and guardians as a summary of what their child will learn as part of the award. 
 

Lesson Plans 

Each lesson plan has been developed as a simple, practical and easy way to deliver the learning outcomes for any topic within 
the Junior Development Program. They are in a step-by-step format with content support and wet weather options for 
delivery where necessary. 
 
Lesson plans help you deliver a lesson: 

• that satisfies the learning outcomes 

• if you have little or no surf lifesaving knowledge 

• without you having to prepare your own 

• if you have been asked to step in at the last minute to replace a sick age manager. 
 

Using a lesson plan 

Just follow these three (3) simple steps and you will be training in no time! 
 
1. Read over the lesson plan to get a feeling of what is required. 

a. What learning outcomes will be taught. 

b. Where the lesson takes place. 

c. How long the lesson will take. 

d. What preparation is needed for the lesson. 

 
2. Decide whether you have the skills, knowledge and/or qualification to teach the lesson. If not then find 

someone who can help you deliver the lesson (e.g., a coach, a qualified lifesaver, an age manager mentor). 
 

3. Check if the lesson has further references and use these sources to gain further knowledge. 
 
The example below shows you where to find everything you will need to use the lesson plan effectively. 
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Figure 6.2—SLSA Lesson plans 

 

The lesson plans use symbols as an easy and visual way to interpret the lesson at a glance. Below are each of the symbols and 
a short description of what they represent. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3—SLSA Lesson plan icons 
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Within the lessons that relate to the Junior Development Program awards, there are two (2) options for the 
delivery: 
 
Option 1  
Deliver a basic single lesson plan on a topic. 
 
Option 2  
Deliver this lesson as part of guiding Nippers through a through a Surf Rescue Certificate and/or Provide first aid certificate 
over the season. 
a. Have a qualified trainer deliver an initial lesson on the award topic. 

b. During the season conduct further lessons with your Nippers to practise the skills and knowledge learned in the initial 
session. 

c. When the Nippers are ready for assessment for the award (towards the end of the season) get a qualified assessor to 
conduct an assessment session. 

 
If you choose to guide your Nippers through a certificate it is important to get in touch with your club chief 
instructor/training officer and discuss a program for the season. This will include setting dates for a qualified trainer to assist 
in lessons, ongoing support and setting assessment dates etc. 
 

Surf Sports—Coaching points  

Each age guide in the JDR contains a Surf Sports—Coaching Points section to assist SLSA accredited coaches teach specific 
surf skills to each age group.  
 
The SLSA Junior Coaching Manual contains detailed information for age managers who want to learn more about coaching 
Nippers mid-week. It is located within the SLSA Members Portal (portal.sls.com.au > Library > Sport > Coaching Education > 
SLSA > Sport Coaching Resources).  
 
Use the Junior Surf Sports—Coaching Points to: 

• get a full understanding of the correct technique for a whole skill set, i.e., all board skills as opposed to just one skill set 
found in a lesson (e.g., paddling) 

• ensure you are teaching the correct surf skills technique when teaching surf skills beyond what the age lessons provide 
for.  

 

Surf Sports—Events  

Each age guide in the JDR contains a Surf Sports—Events section with lesson plans to teach the skills needed to compete in 
junior surf sport events. 
 
This section provides you with a summary of junior surf events and their associated course layouts that age managers can use 
to: 

• gain an understanding of each junior surf sports event  

• explain the race method and rules to your Nippers  

• explain the course layout to your Nippers   

• set up a course for training/competition  

• run a surf sports competition event. 
 
 
The SLSA Surf Sports Manual contains detailed information for age managers who want to learn more about the SLSA 
competition events, general conditions and more. It is located within the SLSA Members Portal (portal.sls.com.au > Library > 
Sport > Manuals and Technical Rules > SLSA > Surf Sports Manual).  
 
 

https://portal.sls.com.au/
https://portal.sls.com.au/wps/myportal/member/Home/Library/Library/!ut/p/z1/lc_NDoIwDAfwZ-EBzLpNxjhuLMyFr6BOYRfDyZAoejA-v6Bc1CCxtza_f9oihyrkuubeHptbe-maU9_Xjh18HjLDAad8AwEIK1cqIxEGWKL9O4CtJT1QObZ2R0Ez5P7Kf4MhDxMlYMx_juWaSAqgCzK_3z0JFYJAOBDjy57EZbaOyiRVbAS_Vswd-QJE2TxJNAbOUwkmxAUxcU51RlHdfxFMnqkJup6traA1i9LzHvfNHYo!/p0/IZ7_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C10G2=CZ6_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C1004=LAIcdQDKv9XapoA=EtoggleFolder_Arg1!b397e8e7-a32a-4336-8591-d789eb51da03=bf_action!_gen_call_toggleFolder==/#Z7_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C10G2
https://portal.sls.com.au/
https://portal.sls.com.au/wps/myportal/member/Home/Library/Library/!ut/p/z1/lc_NDoIwDAfwZ-EBzLpNxjhuLMyFr6BOYRfDyZAoejA-v6Bc1CCxtza_f9oihyrkuubeHptbe-maU9_Xjh18HjLDAad8AwEIK1cqIxEGWKL9O4CtJT1QObZ2R0Ez5P7Kf4MhDxMlYMx_juWaSAqgCzK_3z0JFYJAOBDjy57EZbaOyiRVbAS_Vswd-QJE2TxJNAbOUwkmxAUxcU51RlHdfxFMnqkJup6traA1i9LzHvfNHYo!/p0/IZ7_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C10G2=CZ6_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C1004=LAIcdQDKv9XapoA=EtoggleFolder_Arg1!b397e8e7-a32a-4336-8591-d789eb51da03=bf_action!_gen_call_toggleFolder==/#Z7_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C10G2
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Work Sheets  

There are several work sheets available that assist in the delivery of some of 
the lesson plans. If a lesson plan includes a work sheet, it will state it in the 
‘Preparation section’. The use of these work sheets is optional. 
 

• Print/photocopy an individual work sheet for each Nipper as you require 
them for a lesson. 

• Print/photocopy all the individual work sheets for the award at the 
beginning of the season and keep them in a folder with your age guide 
for use when needed. 

 
 

Record Sheets 

As an age manager, you will use the record sheet throughout the season to 
keep a master record of every Nipper’s participation and achievement of the 
learning outcomes required for their specific award. 
 

• Print out as many individual sheets as you require to fit all the names 
of your Nippers. 

• Keep in a folder with your age guide. 

• Tick off attendance after delivering each lesson. 
 
The Junior Development Program is based on participatory evaluation and 
not assessed on competence; this means a Nipper must be actively involved 
in the lesson to be ticked off for that lesson.   
 
 

Surf Education Passport 

The passport is designed to chart a Nipper’s progression through each 
lesson of each award. Every time a Nipper participates in a lesson, the age 
manager can tick/sign off that lesson in the passport for the Nipper to be 
able to show their parents and guardians what they have done that session.  
 

Keep hold of all of the Nippers’ passports, sign them off each week along with your 

record sheet before giving it back to the Nippers at the end of the season, or  

let the Nippers look after their own passport and bring it along each week to be signed 
off as they participate in a lesson. 

 
 
When can you tick/sign off a Nipper? 
Learning outcomes are used to identify the topic content a Nipper should be exposed to 

during each of the lessons. The total learning outcomes for an age group make up the 

award.  

If you have delivered a lesson that satisfies the learning outcomes and the Nipper has 
been actively involved in the lesson, only then can you tick/sign them off as achieving the 
learning outcome in their surf education passport. 
 

Tip 

Ask parents and guardians to access the JDR then print out their child’s surf education passport at the start of the 
season. 

 

Figure 6.4—SLSA work sheets 

 

Figure 6.5—SLSA record sheets 

 

 

Figure 6.6—SLSA passports 
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Certificates 

There is a certificate for every age group, including Surf Play 1 & 2 that don’t have 
awards attached to them. These are participation certificates—not competence 
certificates—and recognise the achievement of the Nipper having completed the 
requirements of the award.  
 
State offices will process these certificates once a club has submitted the 
‘assessment request’ through SurfGuard, and then send them to clubs for their 
presentation events. 
 
The appearance of certificates may vary between states and some require them to 
be purchased to cover printing costs. 

 

Additional junior development resources 

Every resource within the JDR kit is available in electronic PDF on the SLSA Members 
Portal to create a more efficient means of sharing documents.  
(portal.sls.com.au > Library > Education/Training > Member > SLSA > JDR Resources 
> Surf Ed Junior Development Resources).  
 
Examples: 

• Posters 
 A series of posters that support skill development activities. The posters are available in A1, A2 and A4 

format and can be used to teach skills on the beach or in the clubhouse. These posters work well printed 
as flipcharts. 

 

• The Junior Coaching and Skills DVD  
 DVD demonstrating and providing instructions for skills performed by Nippers in Nipper activities. The DVD can be 

played to Nippers as part of a skills lesson or use by age managers to improve their knowledge of how a skill should be 
performed. 

 
Ask your club’s Junior Activities Committee or contact your state centre for more information about Junior Development 
Resources. Phone numbers for state centres: 

 

NSW: (02) 9471 8000 

VIC: (03) 9676 6900  

TAS: (03) 6223 5555 

QLD: (07) 3846 8000 

SA: (08) 8354 6900 

NT: (08) 8985 6588 

WA: (08) 9207 6666 

 

 

Figure 6.8—SLSA Junior Development Resource Kit 

 

Figure 6.7 – SLSA Certificates for age awards 

 

https://portal.sls.com.au/
https://portal.sls.com.au/wps/myportal/member/Home/Library/Library/!ut/p/z1/lc_NDoIwDAfwZ-EBzLpNxjhuLMyFr6BOYRfDyZAoejA-v6Bc1CCxtza_f9oihyrkuubeHptbe-maU9_Xjh18HjLDAad8AwEIK1cqIxEGWKL9O4CtJT1QObZ2R0Ez5P7Kf4MhDxMlYMx_juWaSAqgCzK_3z0JFYJAOBDjy57EZbaOyiRVbAS_Vswd-QJE2TxJNAbOUwkmxAUxcU51RlHdfxFMnqkJup6traA1i9LzHvfNHYo!/p0/IZ7_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C10G2=CZ6_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C1004=LAIcdQDKv9XapoA=EtoggleFolder_Arg1!b397e8e7-a32a-4336-8591-d789eb51da03=bf_action!_gen_call_toggleFolder==/#Z7_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C10G2
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Topic 7—Programming a Nipper Season 

  
Programming a Nipper season is planning how each age award is to be delivered on a week-by-week basis to achieve the 
outcomes of the award. It involves selecting and sequencing lesson plans and activities from the JDR kit to achieve the 
outcomes outlined in each age groups award summary.  
 
The JDR takes care of most of the programming for you. It contains age guides with a program of sequential lesson plans that 
plan weekly activities and: 

• are appropriate for both the physical and mental abilities of the different age groups  

• flow smoothly from one to the next  

• achieve all learning outcomes  

• have a variety of activities for increased Nipper engagement  

• include both indoor and outdoor activities for  

various weather conditions. 

 
When planning the Nipper season, age managers should 
also: 

• plan enough time for Nippers to practise and 
experiment with activities 

• consider the strengths and weaknesses of each 
Nipper and age groups as a whole 

• discover what are the Nippers’ motivations for 
participation  

• provide leadership opportunities 

• incorporate intra-club and inter-club activities 

• consider the time restrictions of volunteer age 
managers 

• consider how tasks can be delegated across  

several age managers 

• consider contingency planning. 

 

Programming for wet weather 

Some days everyone needs to go inside due to poor weather, surf conditions or other environmental impacts.  
 
Lesson plans in the JDR age guides contain many wet weather activity options for age managers to follow. How these lessons 
run will depend on the indoor space available, the resources at the surf club and the skill level of your group. 
 
Below are a few examples of wet weather topics and activities: 

• signals 

• lifesaving skills videos 

• health, fitness and nutrition 

• history of your surf club and club tour 

• CPR 

• basic first aid. 
 

Nipper season calendar 

The Nipper season calendar is the deciding factor of what you do on the beach each Sunday and during the week. 
 
The aim of the Nipper season calendar is to ensure you have the right programming in place to deliver fun, friendly, engaging, 
and challenging sessions for all Nippers across the season. It helps all involved in the Nipper program to see what is coming 
up, and how they can assist. 
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A club’s Nipper season calendar will also need to include Nipper carnivals, coach-led mid-week training sessions to support 
Nippers also involved in surf sports, and special events that deliver opportunities to all Nippers across the season. 
 
A number of examples exist on the Internet. See Appendix 3 for an example season calendar template that an age manager 
can use to work out their season plan. Age managers are encouraged to check with their club for the number of weeks in 
their season as these can vary. 
 
When working out your club’s weekly sessions, you will need to work cohesively with the other age managers at your club.  
See Appendix 4 for an example weekly program template at a club level. 
 

 Note  

Weekly sessions should incorporate the lesson plans within the SLSA JDR age guides. 

 

Programming for Under 14s 
 
The Under 14 age group is the last year of structured Nipper activities and the first where Nippers can start participating in 
regular surf lifesaving activities—patrols, open carnivals, etc.  
 
There are a range of activities that age managers should be encouraged to conduct for their Under 14 members to promote 
continued involvement with Surf Life Saving beyond the Junior Development Program.  
Outlined below are some of the activities that Under 14 age managers may like to introduce to their members. 
 
Surf Rescue Certificate (SRC) 
The Surf Rescue Certificate is the introductory award for patrolling surf lifesavers and allows the recipient to take part 
in beach patrols.  
A member must be 13 years of age to sit the assessment for this award, and most members under 14 years of age will 
complete this award as part of their regular Nipper activities.  
 
This award can be completed in a number of ways: 

• SRC training could take place during the regular Nipper activities time slot (e.g., Sunday morning) 

• for those who turn 13 early in the year, training for the SRC may take place in the ‘off-season’ 

• clubs may choose to run SRC training in a similar fashion to other awards. Theory sessions may be run on a weeknight, 
with practical sessions run on the weekend as part of the regular weekly activities. 

 
Age managers can help encourage Nippers to become a patrolling lifesaver by organising time for their Nippers to speak 
with lifesavers about what it is like to be on patrol. 
 
 
Provide first aid certificate 
Young people often don’t know what to do if 
someone they knew was hurt, and many Under 
14 Nippers say they would like to learn first aid 
skills. Some Surf Life Saving state offices are 
Registered Training Organisations (RTOs) that 
offer discounts to active surf club members 
wanting to participate in first aid and CPR 
courses.  
 
Age managers can help encourage Nippers who 
do not meet the fitness requirements of the SRC 
to become an award member by coordinating 
the delivery of further emergency care training. 
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Assisting younger Nippers 
Young people often look up to those who are older than them, particularly those who are close in age. Under 14 Nippers 
make good role models for other young Nippers and can be good training support for other age managers. As part of their 
regular weekly activities, some of the Under 14 members might help other age managers in delivering some lessons. This 
might be useful to some of the members who are completing their SRC training. 
 
 
Water safety 
One of the most important responsibilities of a club is to ensure there is enough water safety. Water safety personnel are 
qualified and proficient lifesavers (holding a SRC or above) who provide safety in the water with lifesaving equipment for 
Nippers, sports events and member training as required. You will see them on the beach in their orange high-visibility cap 
and rash shirt stating ‘Water Safety’ on the front and back for easy identification. 
 
Once an Under 14 member has completed their SRC, they can be rostered on for some sessions of water safety.  
 
Please refer to the SLSA Policy 1.1 ‘Water safety’ and ‘Water safety procedures’ in the SLSA Members Portal for further 
details (portal.sls.com.au > Library > Governance, Policies, Forms, SOPs and more > Policy > SLSA).  
 

Surf sport competitions 
 

 

 
 
Surf Life Saving sport is a way for our lifesavers to showcase the skills and physical abilities required to save a life.    
 
Age managers should be aware that some of their Nippers also take part in mid-week sports training programs with SLSA 
qualified coaches in order to progress their lifesaving skills and/or participate in surf sports.   
 
  

Note  

It is important to note which Nippers take part in additional mid-week sports training when matching Nipper skill 
level, height and weight for activities. Age managers should also keep in mind that not all Nippers are competitors. 

https://portal.sls.com.au/
https://portal.sls.com.au/wps/myportal/member/Home/Library/Library/!ut/p/z1/lc_NDoIwDAfwZ-EBzLpNxjhuLMyFr6BOYRfDyZAoejA-v6Bc1CCxtza_f9oihyrkuubeHptbe-maU9_Xjh18HjLDAad8AwEIK1cqIxEGWKL9O4CtJT1QObZ2R0Ez5P7Kf4MhDxMlYMx_juWaSAqgCzK_3z0JFYJAOBDjy57EZbaOyiRVbAS_Vswd-QJE2TxJNAbOUwkmxAUxcU51RlHdfxFMnqkJup6traA1i9LzHvfNHYo!/p0/IZ7_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C10G2=CZ6_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C1004=LAIcdQDKv9XapoA=EtoggleFolder_Arg1!b397e8e7-a32a-4336-8591-d789eb51da03=bf_action!_gen_call_toggleFolder==/#Z7_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C10G2
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Training events and competitions 

Clubs are encouraged to conduct informal intra-club swimming and board training competitions and events to progressively 
challenge Nippers’ skills and abilities. Age managers and water safety personnel can gain a better understanding of each of 
their own members’ aquatic skill levels during intra-club competitions. 

Clubs are also encouraged to host and attend inter-club competitions and events. Inter-club activities have many benefits for 
Nippers such as increasing their opportunities to learn and develop skills, boosting their motivation and providing them social 
networking opportunities. They also benefit age managers with opportunities to share ideas and experiences while building 
stronger relationships between local clubs. 
 
Information on national and state carnivals and competitions can be found within the SLSA Surf Sports Manual on the 
Members Portal (portal.sls.com.au > Library > Sport > Manuals & Technical Rules > SLSA > Surf Sports Manual). Prior to 
attending any large sporting event, it is recommended that age managers look at this manual, as well as familiarise 
themselves with the event specific safety operation manuals that are provided by the event’s Safety Emergency Management 
Coordinator (SEMC) or the relevant competition/organising committee. 
 

SLSA Policy 5.04 ‘Eligibility to compete in SLSA competition’ covers all SLSA competition, including, but not limited to a 
competition which is referred to as a carnival, display, inter-club, or championship, and irrespective of when such a 
competition is held (portal.sls.com.au > Library > Governance, Policies, Forms, SOPs and more > Policy> SLSA).  
 

Junior Competition Evaluations (JCEs) 

Nippers must complete the Junior Competition Evaluation in addition to the appropriate surf education award for their age 
group in order to compete in intra-club, inter-club, branch and state competitions. 
 
The JCEs are based on the minimum swim competition distances set out in the SLSA Surf Sports Manual. They ensure Nippers 
have the ability, strength and fitness standards to compete in competitions.  
 
More information on JCEs, including their assessor requirements, can be found within the SLSA Surf Sports Manual on the 
Members Portal (portal.sls.com.au > Library > Sport > Manuals & Technical Rules > SLSA > Surf Sports Manual) 
 

 

 

Assessment Information 

 

Participants are required to take part in a technical session and undertake a minimum of two (2) on-the-beach mentoring 
sessions with an age manager mentor in order to complete the third-party report that is required to complete the SLSA Age 
Managers course. This section is for information only. All evidence should be collected in your SLSA Age Manager Assessment 
Portfolio.  

 
During the technical session, an age manager mentor will tick off the core beach skills that they have provided you with and 
the strategies to teach Nippers under different weather and beach conditions. This technical session can include time with a 
foundation coach. See Appendix 6 in this age manager learner guide for more information on the core beach skills included in 
this technical session. 
 
On-the-beach mentoring sessions include the demonstration of the following tasks: 

• setting up a beach 

• creating a safe environment 

• informing parents and children 

• maintaining accurate records 

• planning and delivering a learning activity 

• maintaining group engagement in activities. 
 

https://portal.sls.com.au/
https://portal.sls.com.au/
https://portal.sls.com.au/wps/myportal/member/Home/Library/Library/!ut/p/z1/lc_NDoIwDAfwZ-EBzLpNxjhuLMyFr6BOYRfDyZAoejA-v6Bc1CCxtza_f9oihyrkuubeHptbe-maU9_Xjh18HjLDAad8AwEIK1cqIxEGWKL9O4CtJT1QObZ2R0Ez5P7Kf4MhDxMlYMx_juWaSAqgCzK_3z0JFYJAOBDjy57EZbaOyiRVbAS_Vswd-QJE2TxJNAbOUwkmxAUxcU51RlHdfxFMnqkJup6traA1i9LzHvfNHYo!/p0/IZ7_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C10G2=CZ6_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C1004=LAIcdQDKv9XapoA=EtoggleFolder_Arg1!b397e8e7-a32a-4336-8591-d789eb51da03=bf_action!_gen_call_toggleFolder==/#Z7_5896I801L8S070AUBHDM2C10G2
https://portal.sls.com.au/
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Appendices 

Appendix 1—Junior Development Program lesson content summary 
 

Topic Surf Play 1 

Under 6s 

Surf Play 2 

Under 7s 

Surf Aware 1 

Under 8s 

Surf Aware 2 

Under 9s 

Introduction to surf 
lifesaving 

Our surf club and the 
beach 

Our surf club and the 
beach 

Surf lifesaving in Australia 
and the surf club 

environment  

Surf lifesaving in Australia 
and the surf club 

environment 

Personal safety and 
wellbeing 

Basic safety practices 
during junior activities  

Basic safety practices 
during junior activities  

What it means to feel safe 
in a beach envrironment  

What a ‘personal safety 
network’ is and the actions 

that can be taken to ask 
people for help 

Ecosurf The types of friendly and 
not so friendly animals that 

we share the beach with 

The variety of items that 
can be found on a beach 

The beach environment in 
which surf lifesavers 

operate; what makes up a 
beach and communities 

that they share the beach 
with 

What is natural and man 
made on the beach and 
the impact humans (inc. 
lifesavers) have on the 

beach environment 

Sun safety Sunsmart guidelines: Slip, 
Slop, Slap 

Sunsmart guidelines: Slip, 
Slop, Slap, Wrap, Slide  

Sunsmart guidelines  and 
the dangers of exposure to 

the sun 

 

Physical health, fitness 
and personal safety 

   Preparing for physical 
activity at the beach 

Surf conditions and 
hazards 

 Dangers at the beach  Identifying dangers in the 
beach environment 

Waves, currents and tidal 
movements  

Surf safety The importance of having 
an adult with you at the 

beach  

The role of an adult while 
with you at the beach 

 Suf Life Saving Austalia’s F-
L-A-G-S beach safety tips  

The human body     

First aid   Dialing ‘000’ The ‘000’ procedure  

Resuscitation     

Interpersonal 
communication 

    

Signs and signals    Recognition of red and 
yellow flags 

Graphic communication 
and water safety signage  

Preventive action    Knowing when they are in 
trouble in the surf and how 

to signal for assistance 

 

Patrolling  What a lifesaver looks like 
and the red and yellow 

flags 

What a lifesaver looks like,  
the red and yellow flags 

and signalling for 
assistance 

  

 

* A child’s age group is determined by their age as at 30 September of that year. 
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Topic Surf Safe 1 

Under 10s 

Surf Safe 2 

Under 11s 

Surf Smart 1 

Under 12s 

Surf Smart 2 

Under 13s 

Introduction to surf Surf lifesaving in Australia and 
the surf club environment 

Surf lifesaving in Australia and 
the surf club environment 

Surf lifesaving in Australia 
and the surf club 

environment 

Surf lifesaving in Australia 
and the surf club 

environment 

Personal safety and 
wellbeing 

The ability to be able to talk 
about feelings and 

experiences in particular 
situations and identify the 

adults to talk to about these 
feelings  

The actions that can be taken 
when feeling frightened, lost, 
upset or bullied and the skills 
to persist in telling people in 

their personal safety network 
until they are safe 

Personal rights and 
responsibilities in relation 

to safety and wellbeing 

The basic principles of the 
SLSA Member Safety and 

Wellbeing policy 

Ecosurf The water cycle and 
investigation into ways in 
which water usage can be 

reduced/recycled at the surf 
club 

Renewable and non-
renewable energy generation 

and investigation into how 
electricity usage can be 
reduced at the surf club 

Marine weather and how 
coastal processes shape 

the beach  

Global warming and 
climate change and the 

effect it has on surf 
lifesaving  

Sun safety Sunsmart guidelines and the 
consequences of skin damage  

 The damaging effects of 
the sun—skin cancer  

 

Physical health, 
fitness and 

personal safety 

  The type of behaviour that 
keeps lifesavers fit and 

healthy 

Guarding against infectious 
diseases while performing 

lifesaving activities  

Surf conditions and 
hazards 

How rips are formed, what 
they look like and how to 

escape them  

Identifying ‘at-risk’ people who 
visit the beach and the 

behaviour that can get them 
into trouble 

The different types of rips, 
rip management and using 
rips in a positive lifesaving 

way  

 

Surf safety    Surf Life Saving Australia’s 
ten surf safety tips  

The human body   The body’s circulatory 
system, skeletal system, 
spine, respiratory system 

and nervous system 

Award available: 

*Basic Emergency Care 
Certificate  

The body’s circulatory 
system, skeletal system, 
spine, respiratory system 

and nervous system 

Award available: 

*Basic Emergency Care 
Certificate 

First aid  Basic patient management 
techniques  

Basic patient management 
techniques 

Award available: 

*Basic Emergency Care 
Certificate 

Basic patient management 
techniques 

Award available: 

*Basic Emergency Care 
Certificate 

Resuscitation DRSABCD process and training 
manikins  

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
(CPR) techniques  

Award available: 
*Resuscitation Certificate 

Cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation (CPR) 

techniques  

Awards available: 

*Resuscitation Certificate 
and Basic Emergency Care 

Certificate 

Cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation (CPR) 

techniques  

Awards available: 

*Resuscitation Certificate 
and Basic Emergency Care 

Certificate 

Interpersonal 
communication 

 The different types of 
interpersonal communication 
used in a beach environment  

 Effective communication 
with beach users in a 

patrolling environment  

Signs and signals  Signals used by lifesavers in a 
patrolling environment  

Signage as a major 
communciation tool for 
informing the public of 
dangers at the beach  

Signals used by lifesavers in 
a patrolling environment 

 

Preventive action  Identifying unsafe behaviours 
in a beach environment and 

how to prevent them 
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Patrolling    Lifesaving beach patrols  Local network of 
emergency services 

including both volunteer 
and professional lifesaving 

services  

 

* These are individual awards that participants can obtain within the award with the correct qualified training. 

 

 

 Topic Surf Play 1 

Under 6s 

Surf Play 2 

Under 7s 

Surf Aware 1 

Under 8s 

Surf Aware 2 

Under 9s 

Su
rf

 r
es

cu
e 

b
o

ar
d

 s
ki

lls
 

Entering and exiting the surf     

Paddling technique   Basic bodyboarding Positioning on a 
board and basic 
board paddling  

Negotiating the surf      

Catching waves     

Board rescue      

Board relay     

B
ea

ch
 s

p
ri

n
t 

sk
ill

s/
su

rf
 s

w
im

m
in

g 
sk

ill
s 

 

Entering and exiting the surf Experiencing the 
seas water, waves 
and basic wading  

Basic wading skills 
and a run-wade-run 

Wading and 
dolphin-diving  

 

Negotiating the surf     

Body surfing    Catching waves by 
body surfing  

Tube rescue      

Starts and finishes  Basic beach sprint 
and beach relay 

Standing beach 
sprint starts 

 

Technique  Basic beach sprint 
and beach relay 

 Beach sprint 
running technique 

Beach relay  Basic beach sprint 
and beach relay 

  

B
ea

ch
 f

la
gs

 

sk
ill

s 

Starts and turns Basic beach flags Basic beach flags Beach flags starting 
technique  

 

Strategy Basic beach flags Basic beach flags   

Diving for baton Basic beach flags Basic beach flags   Beach flags diving 
techniques 

M
u

lt
i 

Transitions     
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 Topic Surf Safe 1 

Under 10s 

Surf Safe 2 

Under 11s 

Surf Smart 1 

Under 12s 

Surf Smart 2 

Under 9s 

Su
rf

 r
es

cu
e 

b
o

ar
d

 s
ki

lls
  

Entering and exiting the surf Running to the 
waterline with a 
board and bunny 
hopping beside, 
dismounting a 
board in the water 

Controlled and 
racing dismounts 
from a board  

 Using all the board 
skills together in a 
board race and 
board rescue event  

Paddling technique    

Negotiating the surf  Sitting over a wave 
and paddling 
through  a wave on 
a board 

 Rolling under a 
wave on a board 

Catching waves  Catching waves to 
the beach on a 
board 

 

Board rescue  Using a bodyboard 
to provide 
assistance to a 
distressed 
swimmer 

 Conducting a board 
rescue in the surf  

Board relay  Tags and transition 
techniques for a 
board relay race 

 

 S
u

rf
 s

w
im

m
in

g 
sk

ill
s 

Entering and exiting the surf    Using all the surf 
swimming skills 
together in a surf 
race event  

 

 

Swimming with a 
rescue tube in surf 
and performing a 
tube rescue 

 

 

Using all the skills 
together in a beach 
sprint and beach 
relay event 

Negotiating the surf  Swimming 
techniques in the 
surf environment 

Negotiating large 
waves 

Body surfing    

Tube rescue  Experiencing a tube 
rescue  

  

B
ea

ch
 s

p
ri

n
t 

sk
ill

s 

Starts and finishes  Crouching beach 
sprint starts and 
finishing techniques  

 

Technique   Beach sprint arm 
and leg drive 
technique 

Beach relay Baton change 
technique for a 
beach relay race  

  

B
ea

ch
 f

la
gs

 

sk
ill

s 

Starts and turns    Using all the beach 
flags skills together 
in a beach flags 
event 

Strategy   Beach flags race 
strategy 

Diving for baton    

M
u

lt
i 

Transitions  Junior 
Ironman/Ironwoman 
and Cameron Relay 
transition technique 

 Using all surf skills 
together in an 
Ironman/Ironwoman 
and Cameron Relay 
event  
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Appendix 2—Signals  
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Appendix 3—Season calendar templates 
 
 
When working out your sessions, you will need to work cohesively with the other age managers at your club.  
Below is an example session template at a club level. 
 

 

State: …………………………………………………………...                            Nipper group (U8, U9 etc.): .…………………………… 

 

 

Club: …………………………………………………………..…    Club contact details: ……………………………………… 

 

 

Season: …………………………………………………………..     Season commencing date: …….………….……………. 

 

 

 

 

 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10 Week 11 Week 12 

October November December 

Unit 1             

Unit 2             

Unit 3             

Unit 4             

 

 

SLSA recommends the follwing to be included in the calendar: 

• list of age managers 

• beach/BBQ set-up roster (as required) 

• club email/website  

• dates to remember 

• JDC committee members 

• general information.  
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Appendix 4—Weekly calendar templates 
 

 

State: …………………………………………………………..                            Nipper group (U8, U9 etc.): …………………………… 

 

 

Club: ……..………………………………………………………    Club contact details: ……………………………………… 

 

 

Venue: …………………………………………………………..    Week commencing date: ………………………………. 

 

 

Age manager: …..………………………………………….. Age manager phone:  ….…………………….………….. 

 

 

 

 

Session times: U7s U8s U9s 

2:00 Modified program Surf education Beach activities 

2:40  Surf sports Surf education 

3:20  Beach activities Surf sports 

 

 

 

U10s U11s U12s U13s 

Surf sports Surf education Beach activities Surf sports 

Beach activities Surf sports Surf education Beach activities 

Surf education Beach activities Surf sports Surf education 
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Appendix 5—Sample beach layouts 
 

Sample 1 
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Sample 2 
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Appendix 6—Beach skills overview 
 
Below is a list of core beach skills included in the JDR lesson plans for Nippers up to the U13 age group. Above this age group, 
Nippers further develop the same skill sets in addition to those within Surf Rescue Certificate. 
 
During your technical session with an age manager mentor, you will be provided with an overview of these skills, and 
strategies for Nippers to learn these skills under different weather and beach conditions.  
 
You can seek out qualified SLSA foundation and development coaches at your club to assist you in teaching them to Nippers. 
 

Core beach skills 

These are also listed in your age manager assessment portfolio 

Beach Flags 

Starting position 

Up and run 

Diving for a beach flag 

Beach Sprints 
Crouching beach sprint starts 

Sand running technique 

Beach sprint arm and leg drive 

Finishing beach sprints 

Swims 
Wading 

Surf swimming techniques 

Dolphin-diving 

Diving under large waves 

Body boarding 

Surf race  

Run-swim-run 

Rescue tubes 

Boards 
Carrying boards 

Board care 

Basic board positioning  

Paddling  

Entering and negotiating the surf on a board  

Board dismounts 

Catching waves on a board 

Rolling under a wave on a board 

Board race 

Body boards to assist distressed swimmers 

Board rescue 

Relays 
Beach relay baton changes 

Board relay 

Wade relay 

Cameron relay transitions 

Ironman/Ironwoman 
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Appendix 7—Support roles  
 

Surf Life Saving has something for everyone, regardless of whether you are a strong swimmer or not. During your time 
as an age manager, you will be involved in a range of activities that will give you some background into a variety of 
different support roles within Surf Life Saving, such as those outlined below.  
 
More information on these roles and your opportunities to transition from one role to another can be found in the 
Participation Pathways menu on the SLSA website (www.sls.com.au). 
 

Surf lifesaver 

The surf lifesaver is an Australian icon. Each person who wears the red and yellow cap is a recipient and guardian of that 
heritage. 
A surf lifesaver is a person who demonstrates the character, skill and service that epitomises the best of the Australian culture. 
Surf lifesavers give their time as volunteers in the service of their communities. They are fit, skilled, team oriented and 
adaptable. 
A surf lifesaver: 
• commits personal time and energy to maintain safe beaches 
• develops and maintains a high level of skill through ongoing training 
• provides leadership in maintaining volunteerism as a valued characteristic within Australian society 
• epitomises the strength and character of the Australian way of life. 

 

There are two (2) types of surf lifesavers. 
1) Patrolling lifesaver 
The Surf Rescue Certificate and Bronze Medallion (including the Certificate II in Public Safety) are the two (2) entry-level 
awards for someone who wishes to become a fully qualified patrolling lifesaver and/or water safety officer. These awards 
require an individual to have a good swimming ability as holders of these awards may be required to rescue individuals 
in a surf environment. These awards provide a range of skills including surf awareness, rescue skills, first aid and 
resuscitation. 
 
2) Award member 
There is the option to complete lifesaving awards other than the Bronze Medallion, such as first aid, resuscitation and 
radio awards. Members who hold these awards are still able to patrol the beach by providing these specific skills. 
 

Trainer 

Trainers teach members the skills and knowledge requirements for Surf Life Saving award accreditation but do not make 
assessment decisions. If you have enjoyed teaching the Nippers about lifesaving skills, then you may wish to consider 
becoming a trainer for other awards. To become a trainer, you are required to complete a trainer’s course and need to hold 
the award that you are teaching. For example, if you wish to teach the First Aid Certificate, you must hold the First Aid 
Certificate yourself. 
 

Assessor 

Assessors are the people responsible for assessing members who have completed the requirements for Surf Life Saving 
awards. They cannot train and assess the same time. To become an assessor, you are required to complete an 
assessor’s course and you need to hold the award that you are assessing. 
 

Facilitator 

A facilitator has completed both a trainer’s course and assessor’s course so that they are able to train and assess the same 
participants for any one course. They also hold the award that they are training and assessing. Members who wish to extend 
their skills in training and assessing may wish to do a full Certificate IV in Training and Assessment. 
 
 

http://www.sls.com.au/
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Coach 

Coaches provide an important role in developing and improving the skills of members in surf sports. Coaches may choose 
to specialise in one discipline (e.g., beach sprinting) or choose to coach in a number of disciplines. Coaching accreditation 
comes in four (4) levels (Foundation Coach, Development Coach, Performance Coach, High Performance Coach). Foundation 
Coach’s certification is the level most suited to new coaches at club level. 
 

Official 

Officials are members responsible for the conduct of surf sport events. There is a range of different roles undertaken by 
officials including referees, starters, judges, recorders, marshals, etc., across all of the surf sports disciplines. Accreditation 
for officials comes in four (4) levels (Junior, Level 1, Level 2, Level 3). Junior officials are permitted to officiate under the 
supervision of a competent and accredited Level 1 official (or above) at any carnival or competition where up to and 
including Under 14 years age categories are conducted. 
 

Administrator 

As with all volunteer clubs, strong administration is important in ensuring that the club operates effectively. If you are 
interested in the administration of the club, there is a range of different roles that you may be able to get involved with. These 
might include some specific roles for Nipper activities such as an Age Managers Coordinator or the Nipper Activities 
Chairperson. You may also like to play a responsibility specific role such as a treasurer or secretary. One day, you may like to 
become the Club President. 
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